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University of Houston  ::  College of Architecture  ::  Student Hamlet
This project was designed to a specific site which is on the southern lawn of the College of Architecture of the University of Houston in Texas. The project offered the opportunity to  

investigate campuses, communities, villages, and what makes them successful  as places for bringing many people together for living. The answer found was the necessity of having  each 
programmatic element of the community become its own place. This can also be seen in the historical cities of Europe like Paris, Copenhagen, and Rome. Where the baker and the butcher have 
their own place of work. This soultion puts an end to massive buildings that are not to human scale and require a lot of parking for accessibility, and therefore distance  any other buildings away 
from it. 

This project took programs  such as sleeping  spaces, bathrooms, and eating/ living spaces and  placed them into their own individual hut. By doing this, the huts were able to be organized in a 
grid that varied. Spaces between each of the huts begin to  be places that would attract life and community.  

The  Suburban Intervention is to  build  a  series of huts that are job-specfific and have them be sporadically immersed in a  growing suburban community. This may not seem practical or 
convenient but this solution creates  opportunities for more pedestrian-friendly transportation because the places are no longer distanced from eachother due to massive parking areas. This 
solution creates a stronger community where everyone knows each other  because of constant interactions. This solution creates a healthier living because people,  such as in Copenhagen, enjoy 
spending more time outside than indoors. The COA Student Hamlet is an example of the liveliness and harmony that grows from a village-like surburb. The color and humility of the huts add that 
cultural spark that many cities in Europe and  other places of the world, such as Mexico, have and that so many cities in the United States need.
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ONE LARGE PLACE WITH MULTI-PROGRAMS =
LITTLE OR NO COMMUNITY

MULTIPLE PLACES WITH ONE PROGRAM =
SOCIAL INTERACTIONS, MUCH COMMUNITY

SLEEPING HUT WITH MINIMAL SERVICES

Vectorworks Educational Version

Vectorworks Educational Version


